**Course analysis BIOR82 Aquatic Ecology spring 2019**

**Course leader:** Emma Kritzberg  
**Other teachers:** Christer Brönmark, Johan Hollander, Jerker Vinterstare, Varpu Pärssinen, Marcus Lee, Frida Rosengren, Johanna Stadmark and Per Carlsson

**Number of students:** 16 registered students

**Grades:** 1 Fail (U), 4 Pass (G), 13 Pass w distinction (VG).

**Evaluation**

I. **Summary of the course evaluation**
   Number of answers:
   
   *Short summary of the result:* Overall the students were very pleased with the course (grade 4.4). The students especially appreciated teacher motivation and feedback (4.8), the freedom to choose topics to study, the individual literature project (4.5), the experimental module about plankton communities and environmental change (4.5) and course leadership (4.9), but suggested improvement regarding the debate about sustainable management about the Baltic Sea.

II. **Comments from the teachers team**
   The teachers on the course considered that the course went really well and that the student group was mostly motivated and ambitious. A little unfortunate with the overweight of Swedish speaking students who easily switch from English during group work for instance.

III. **Evaluation of changes made since the previous course**
   Nothing major was changed since the last course.

IV. **Suggested changes for the next course**
   The next time the course is given we plan to rethink how to do the module about the Baltic Sea.
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